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Telecom Groups Aren’t Happy About The New Net Neutrality Bill
The net neutrality issue has bubbled to the surface once again, this time in the form of newly introduced legislation in the U.S. which would formally codify broadband as a Title II telecommunications service.

FedEx Expands Robotic Automation Relationship With Berkshire Grey
As part of the expansion of this relationship, Berkshire Grey and FedEx have entered into new development activities on broader AI robotic automation capabilities to help improve the safety and efficiency of FedEx package handling operations.

Snapchat Launches A Spooky AR Game For Hunting Ghosts Around You
The new in-app game called Ghost Phone is designed to showcase the company’s AR technology by allowing players to discover the secrets of an abandoned phone and hunt supernatural beings around them.

Here’s How Digital Payments Are Rapidly Changing The Fintech Space
In a cashless world, digital wallets are here to stay — and they’re evolving.
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